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HOPPING DOWN THE BUNNY TRAIL 4 

HIPPITY HOPPITY AND THE AUTHORITIES 
 I am in trouble with the authorities. A letter came last week saying I was wanted by 
the Yakima District Court. Jesus has his Jerusalem. I have my Yakima. Perfect timing for my 
hippity hop story toward Easter.  

 Scholarship in recent years is coming around to the idea that Jesus and his band of 
followers were seen as a political threat to existing powers and principalities and authorities. His 
teachings sounded subversive. His talk of a new Kingdom, God’s kingdom, sounded disruptive. 
His radical non-violence was disturbing. It was then and is now. 

 When the Gospel writers came along several decades after Easter to put together their 
story they focused on the Easter trail (I mean, bunny trail) and those last days in Jerusalem. 
They report Jesus and party starting out hippity hopping but gradually losing their bounce. 

 Whether the Gospels got much actual history into their story nobody knows. But my 
recent experience is that much of it tells how it really is. 

 I mean, the parts that talk about the authorities.  

 Nobody likes dealing with the authorities. We’ll do almost anything to avoid it. What 
is a bit different about Jesus is that he decided to face up to charges against him.   

 The authorities claim to have been looking for me for over two years. (My grandson 
could have found my address on Google in five minutes). They said there was a citation 
mailed…to a wrong address. I never had a citation, although I had an accident in that city (which 
made a good blue sheet report back then). 

 But no citation.  

 You remember how all the authorities washed their hands as Jesus is passed from one 
authority to another, and even when declared innocent he is turned over for execution? That’s 
what happened to me. I phoned four different authorities in Oregon and Washington. A letter to 
me had been addressed to the wrong state, but it was too late to fix. I was left to my fate with a 
credit agency which also claimed it was out of their hands. Washed hands all around. Crucified 
ahead of a trial. Authorities have clean hands. 

 What about God’s hands? There is theological discussion about whether even God’s 
hands were washed in Jesus’ troubles with the authorities. Do you think it is faith-worthy to 
believe Jesus was executed without a conviction because that’s what God planned to have 
happen?  

  I don’t know about that, but I know that authorities are not fun to deal with. It gets you in 
the gut a bit, and in your sleep. I notice some heart palpitations. I didn’t know whether to be mad 
or to laugh, whether to fight or give up. I hired an attorney. 

 I wonder whether an attorney could have helped Jesus deal with the authorities. Or, if 
God is really behind it all, couldn’t someone have pleaded in behalf of Jesus? 

 That’s my report from the bunny trail for today. There are only 21 days until Easter. I’ll 
see you farther along the trail. I do not walk that journey alone. Some along this path have 
issues that make mine seem petty. Hop on!        
      —Art Morgan, March 10, 2013          

   


